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way. The fund thus created was to accumulate at com-
pound interest, and so eventually extinguish the National
Debt. In practice this scheme did reduce the National
Debt by .£10,000,000 by 1793, but when war came it
meant that the Treasury, as income no longer balanced
expenditure, had to borrow at a high rate of interest to
pay off a debt contracted at a low one. Nevertheless,
compound interest was one of the fetishes of the day, and
the existence of the sinking fund created confidence in
Pitt's finance by showing that the money raised by taxa-
tion was not being wasted. Perhaps the most convincing
evidence of the nation's confidence is that when Pitt took
office the three per cents were at 53^, while they had
reached 97 when the war against France began.
The absence of the sensational from all that Pitt did
has tended to blind posterity, as it blinded contem-
poraries, to the greatness of his achievements. Those
who lived in the days of Chatham were clearly dazzled
by the latter's brilliance, and the literature of the period
abounds in references to his genius. The father was made
to appeal to the heart, and the son to the head, which
explains the different attitude of their fellow-countrymen.
Yet nothing can minimize the debt which England owes
to the younger Pitt. No one, in the spring of 1784,
would have believed that in ten years France would be a
bankrupt and regicidal republic, while Great Britain had
a balanced Budget and a monarch more popular than any
of his predecessors for a century. It seemed as if the long
struggle between France and England was over, and that
the latter would henceforth steadily decline after the
manner of Sweden and Holland, That this did not
happen was due to Pitt. He gave the country a feeling
that while he remained at the helin all would be well,
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